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The average man is 70 inches tall, and the average cock is 5.5 inches from the top of
the base. But if a man is extra tall, the so-called average cock size will look smaller
by proportion. By the same token, if a man has a small frame, the so-called average
cock size will look larger by proportion. Famous porn star Jeff Stryker seems to
have an enormous cock, but he is of very short stature, so his large cock appears all
the bigger by proportion. Indeed, true cock size is relative to body size.

Your cock may be big or small for your particular body, regardless of the so-called
average length. For example, if your cock length is 6 inches but your height is
"below average" at 60 inches, that means that proportionally your cock is well-
above average in length. For your height, your cock is equivalent to a man who
stands at 70 inches with a 6.9 inch cock. That means that your cock is 26% larger
than the average for guys your height. Now you can see why it is best to measure
your cock according to a formula that accounts for your body height.

Begin by determining your exact stature when barefoot, in inches. Then measure
your fully erect penis from the base of the shaft (where it meets your pubic bone,
not where it meets your balls). Make sure that your penis is very, very hard by
masturbating and then measuring moments before orgasm, because even a penis
that seems fully erect can grow another inch or more during the highest point of
arousal.

Now find your height and cock length in the chart to determine your proportional
cock length and its percentage above or below the average.


